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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1982, Sidney M. Longwell was forty-four years old when he successfully obtained a lease from the United States Government through the United States Bureau of Land Management for oil and gas exploration and production (upstream development) in the Lewis and Clark National Forest, Badger-Two Medicine area in Montana.\(^2\)

Mr. Longwell is now in his late seventies, and after decades of wrangling through multiple lease suspensions, assignments, reassignments, environmental assessments (EAs), environmental impact statements (EISs),

---

1 U.S. CONST. amend. V.
and now a district court case, the United States canceled the leases in 2016. Against the backdrop of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), and the Mineral Leasing Act (MLA), Mr. Longwell was never given the green light under the lease to drill a single well.

The Longwell tale (now Solenex, his company) is long and woven in layers of law and policy. All involved—energy companies, investors, federal agencies, government leaders, local citizens, tribal members (including the Blackfeet Nation), and conservationists—are passionate about how this lease, and its corresponding property and contractual rights, should be resolved.

Oil and gas leases are not only agreements between parties like the United States and Solenex that delineate contractual rights, but are in and of themselves property with significant value. Regardless of whether one stands on the side of continuing, ending, or curtailing fossil fuel development, lease cancellations—like the one currently challenged by Mr. Longwell—raise the question of whether the United States is taking valuable property and breaching contracts with little to no compensation.

This Article specifically examines whether a federal oil and gas lease cancellation is a taking as set forth by the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution, for which a party must be justly compensated. The consequences of the Secretary of the Interior’s recent cancellation of the Solenex lease will be historic if upheld. The financial viability of federal oil and gas leases as valuable assets with contractual and property rights would be significantly diminished, if not entirely shattered. In addition to the Takings Clause analysis, this Article will demonstrate the uncertainty and lack of continuity created when energy, environmental, historical, and cultural interests compete in federal oil and gas development. The finality and consistency lacking in the administrative system would make even the most courageous wildcatter or tribal leader hesitant about the rules of the game and how to anticipate their application.

Parts II and III of this Article will detail the history of the Longwell/Solenex case and other federal oil and gas leaseholders similarly situated. Part IV will explore the multitude of federal laws for oil and gas leasing and development on federal and tribal lands with a focus on the United States’ authority to issue oil and gas leases under the MLA, the applicability of NEPA in modern day energy production on federal lands, the

---

3 See infra Part II.
7 Pendley, supra note 2.
9 Viviano, supra note 8, at 47.
10 A wildcatter is “one that drills wells in the hope of finding oil in territory not known to be an oil field.” Wildcatter, WEBSTER’S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 2015 (1971).
overlap of leases and the NHPA, and the complexity that results when these laws are applied over several decades with varying outcomes. Part V will establish the current status of regulatory takings jurisprudence and its applicability to oil and gas leases. Part VI will analyze the rights of leaseholders, determine if a taking occurs when the United States cancels oil and gas leases, and explain the significant economic ramifications for the future of onshore federal oil and gas leasing if such uncertainty in property and contractual rights persists.

II. SIDNEY LONGWELL, THE UNITED STATES, SOLENEX AND A LEASE IN MONTANA

Determining over thirty years ago to make a risky investment, and then being repeatedly prevented from discovering if the risk was worth it, would dishearten even the most tenacious businessperson. As a successful bidder in the early eighties on a federal oil and gas lease, Mr. Sidney Longwell of Baton Rouge, Louisiana undertook the risk for the prospect of oil and natural gas exploration and production in Montana.11

The decades of drag and delay ultimately resulted in the Department of the Interior (DOI) canceling the lease, and Mr. Longwell never having the opportunity to explore and to produce oil and natural gas as provided for in the lease.12 In 2016, Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell concluded the lease was improperly issued in violation of NEPA and NHPA.13 DOI’s Bureau of Land Management (BLM) consulted with the United States Forest Service (Forest Service), the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), the Blackfeet Tribe, Mr. Longwell, and others.14 Based on findings and recommendations from the Forest Service and ACHP, the Secretary of the Interior decided that the application for permit to drill should be disapproved, the lease canceled, and the lease rental payments refunded.15

Solenex is currently challenging DOI’s disapproval of the application for permit to drill and lease cancellation in court.16 Solenex seeks what it originally owned—the right to explore and produce oil and natural gas in accordance with its lease.17 With such a ruling doubtful, concurrent takings and breach of contract claims will follow.

An evaluation of whether Solenex has a successful takings claim and a clear depiction of the frustration and economic limbo a leaseholder may encounter as federal approval to proceed is given, withdrawn, given again, suspended, and withdrawn requires a journey into the *Solenex, LLC v. Jewell*

---

11 Pendley, supra note 2.
12 Id.
14 Id.
15 Id.
The other significant stakeholders in Solenex are the Blackfeet Nation and the United States Government. Their roles, participation and position are interwoven with Solenex and expanded in Part IV.

A. The Early Years of the Lease—the 1980s

In 1980, Congress passed the Energy Security Act, which directed the Secretary of Agriculture to process applications for leases and permits to explore, drill, and develop natural resources from National Forest System lands. At the time the Energy Security Act was passed, the Lewis and Clark National Forest in Montana had a backlog of over 200 oil and gas lease applications.

To alleviate this backlog of applications and to comply with the 1980 Energy Security Act and NEPA, the Forest Service and BLM prepared an EA for oil and gas leasing in the Lewis and Clark National Forest. The Forest Service issued a Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact, which allowed leases under certain conditions. Adversely affected parties had forty-five days to file an appeal of the Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact, but no appeals were filed.

Later that year, based upon the EA, the Forest Service and BLM grouped acreage to form lease tract NW-21 for an upcoming lease drawing. BLM informed Mr. Longwell his application for lease tract NW-21 had obtained a priority at the lease drawing, and that the application would become an offer to lease upon Mr. Longwell’s payment of the first year’s rent. After receiving Mr. Longwell’s payment of the first year’s rent, BLM accepted Mr. Longwell’s offer to lease and issued the lease to Mr. Longwell, effective June 1, 1982. No protests or appeals were filed asserting lack of

21 Id. at 13.
22 Id. at 8–9.
23 Id.
With BLM’s required approval, the following year, Mr. Longwell assigned the Lease to America Petrofina Company of Texas and other entities (collectively, “Fina”) for valuable consideration. In November 1983, Fina submitted a surface-use plan and an Application for Permit to Drill (APD). Additionally, Fina submitted a cultural resource inventory report that found that “no known cultural resources will be impacted by the proposed undertaking.”

In January 1985, the Forest Service and BLM issued a joint, 324-page EA with respect to the surface-use plan and the APD. The Forest Service approved the surface-use plan, and BLM approved the APD, after the agencies concluded the project as proposed could be performed without any adverse environmental effects.

In March 1985, BLM’s approval of the APD was appealed by a number of organizations and individuals to the Interior Board of Land Appeals (IBLA). IBLA set aside BLM’s decision and remanded with instructions for BLM to further consider certain issues. In light of the IBLA’s decision, Fina requested a temporary suspension of the lease, tolling the running of the lease’s primary ten-year term while BLM addressed the remanded issues. In November 1985, BLM suspended the lease, ultimately keeping it suspended for more than thirty years.

The following spring, the Forest Service approved a much broader land and resource management plan for the Lewis and Clark National Forest (1986 Forest Plan) based upon a final EIS (1986 Final EIS). In spring of 1987, after addressing the remanded issues, and incorporating the 1986 Forest Plan and 1986 Final EIS—which included the area where the lease

27 Assignment Affecting Record Title to Oil and Gas, Sidney M. Longwell, Assignor, and Am. Petrofina Co. of Tex., Assignee (approved Dec. 9, 1983), in 3 Administrative Record, supra note 20, at 17–18, ECF No. 45-9.
28 Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen, or Plug Back, Am. Petrofina Co. of Tex. (Nov. 14, 1983), in 1 Administrative Record pt. 1, supra note 20, at 8, ECF No. 45.
30 U.S. Forest Serv. & U.S. Bureau of Land Mgmt., Environmental Assessment, Hall Creek APD (1985), as reprinted in 1 Administrative Record pt. 1, supra note 20, at 25, ECF No. 45.
31 Id. at 26–30.
33 Id. at 150.
was located—the Forest Service and BLM approved the Fina surface-use plan and APD for the second time.\textsuperscript{37} In July 1987, BLM requested that IBLA vacate BLM’s decision approving the APD and remand the matter to BLM for further action.\textsuperscript{38} In August 1987, BLM advised Fina that the suspension would remain in effect until completion of additional environmental analysis was completed.\textsuperscript{39} The draft EIS notice solicited comments concerning the draft EIS which would analyze the impacts of the proposed drilling applications submitted by Fina, including:

impacts to water resources, air quality, Glacier National Park resources, adjacent . . . wilderness, the Badger-Two Medicine . . . area, wildlife and fisheries . . . , vegetation, outdoor recreation and visual resources, archaeological resources, Blackfeet Tribe reserved rights and traditional religious practices, local economic and social conditions.\textsuperscript{40}

\textbf{B. Additional Environmental and Cultural Considerations and Secretary-Level Approval—the 1990s}

In December 1990, a 982-page final EIS (1990 Final EIS) for the Fina proposal was issued,\textsuperscript{41} and based upon the 1990 Final EIS, the Forest Service and BLM issued a joint Record of Decision approving again Fina’s surface-use plan and APD and published it in the Federal Register.\textsuperscript{42} In late August 1991, BLM again asked IBLA to vacate and remand the APD approval and

\textsuperscript{37} U.S. BUREAU OF LAND MGMT., DECISION NOTICE AND FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT: APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO DRILL BY AMERICAN PETROFINA COMPANY OF TEXAS (1987), reprinted in 1 Administrative Record pt. 3, supra note 20, at 45, 53, ECF No. 45-2.
\textsuperscript{38} Glacier-Two Medicine All., No. 87-504 (IBLA July 31, 1987) (order vacating and remanding APD), reprinted in 1 Administrative Record pt. 3, supra note 20, at 57, ECF No. 45-2; cf. Dale Will, Is Any Land Sacred, ENVIRONS, June 1987, at 19, 19–24 (detailing the other challenges being pursued by environmentalists and tribes to protect lands at the same time as the Solenex was being challenged).
started its own study of surface-related issues. In December 1992, after BLM completed its study, BLM asked for secretary-level approval of Fina’s APD because of the acknowledged, significant delay.

Shortly thereafter, the DOI Assistant Secretary concurred in the Record of Decision issued by BLM, approving Fina’s APD. This was the fourth time the APD had been approved. The Assistant Secretary’s concurrence constituted a final decision for the Secretary, and was subject to Fina complying with all lease stipulations, mitigation and monitoring requirements, and additional mitigation measures, including protecting identified cultural/religious resources and the Blackfeet Nation’s reserved rights. The 1993 Record of Decision recognized that compliance with section 106 of the NHPA had been completed.

Notwithstanding the APD approval, a few months later, a new Secretary of the Interior, Bruce Babbitt, advised Fina that he was continuing the suspension of the lease and approved APD. In July 1998, DOI/BLM indefinitely suspended the lease and APD to allow the Forest Service time to comply with the NHPA, despite the 1993 secretary-level approval acknowledging NHPA compliance. In April 1999, Fina, weary of delay, assigned the lease back to Mr. Longwell with BLM’s approval.

C. The Fight Continued—the 2000s

In 2004, Mr. Longwell formed Solenex LLC, and with BLM’s approval, assigned the lease to Solenex. Between 2005 and 2013, the Forest Service and BLM informed Solenex that they would not lift the suspension on the lease and APD in order for additional evaluation in accordance with the

---

46 Id. at 27–33.
50 Lease Interest Abstract, in 7 Administrative Record pt. 2, supra note 20, at 102, ECF No. 48-6.
51 Id. at 101.
In May 2011, the Forest Service advised Solenex that the lease was in an area potentially eligible for listing as a Traditional Cultural District (TCD) on the National Register of Historic Places, and a determination of eligibility was being prepared.\(^{52}\)

**D. Unreasonable Delay—2013–Present**

In May 2013, Solenex sent letters to BLM and the Forest Service describing the extraordinary delay in lifting the lease and APD suspension and advising that Solenex would seek judicial review if the suspension was not lifted in thirty days.\(^{54}\) In June 2013, Solenex filed a lawsuit seeking to compel agency action ‘unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed’ under the Administrative Procedure Act\(^{55}\) and requesting an order compelling the government to immediately lift the suspension.\(^{56}\) The court eventually ruled that the government’s twenty-nine year delay was unreasonable as a matter of law.\(^{57}\)

In August 2015, the federal government submitted its proposed schedule, and indicated that it might initiate a process to cancel the lease.\(^{58}\)

---

\(^{52}\) Letter from Lesley W. Thompson, Forest Supervisor, Lewis & Clark Nat’l Forest, U.S. Forest Serv., to Sidney Longwell, Solenex, LLC (Nov. 17, 2010), in 1 Administrative Record pt. 7, supra note 20, at 60, ECF No. 45-6; Letter from U.S. Forest Serv., to Sidney Longwell, Solenex LLC (May 27, 2011), in 1 Administrative Record pt. 7, supra note 20, at 62, ECF No. 45-6; Letter from William Avey, Forest Supervisor, Lewis & Clark Nat’l Forest, U.S. Forest Serv., to Sidney Longwell, Solenex, LLC (Mar. 27, 2012), in 1 Administrative Record pt. 7, supra note 20, at 60, ECF No. 45-6; Letter from U.S. Forest Serv., to Jessica J. Spuhler, Attorney for Solenex LLC (June 18, 2013), in 2 Administrative Record pt. 1, supra note 20, at 8, ECF No. 45-7; Letter from William Avey, Forest Supervisor, Lewis & Clark Nat’l Forest, U.S. Forest Serv., to Sidney Longwell, Solenex, LLC (Aug. 21, 2013), in 2 Administrative Record pt. 1, supra note 20, at 12, ECF No. 45-7; see also MARIA NIEVES ZEDEÑO & JOHN R. MURRAY, BADGER-TWO MEDICINE TRADITIONAL CULTURAL DISTRICT, LEWIS & CLARK NATIONAL FOREST, MONTANA: BOUNDARY EXPANSION STUDY 11 tbl.1 (2012), reprinted in 2 Administrative Record pt. 2, supra note 20, at 130, 139, ECF No. 45-8 (listing the various cultural studies in the Badger-Two Medicine area).

\(^{53}\) Letter from U.S. Forest Serv., to Sidney Longwell, Solenex LLC, supra note 52. For more information about Traditional Cultural Districts, see generally Elizaveta Barrett Ristroph, Traditional Cultural Districts: An Opportunity for Alaska Tribes to Protect Subsistence Rights and Traditional Lands, 31 ALASKA L. REV. 211, 212–13 (2014).


\(^{57}\) Solenex LLC v. Jewell, 156 at 84–85; Darryl L. Flowers, DOJ Unable to Cite Case of Delay Comparable to Solenex, FAIRFIELD SUN TIMES, June 23, 2015, http://www.fairfieldsuntimes.com/business/article_8e8b1a01-la20-11e5-aed4-4db7f9f061.html (last visited Nov. 19, 2016).

Alternatively, the government suggested it would need almost two more years to complete a fifth NEPA process before it could lift the suspension. The court ruled that the proposed schedule was “clearly unacceptable.”

After reaffirming the validity of the lease for over thirty-three years through multiple evaluations and approvals, the government filed a memorandum stating it may have issued the lease prematurely in violation of NEPA. Notably, the government went on to add that this premature issuance may also have violated the NHPA, but that the alleged NHPA “defect has now been corrected.” The government further added that a lease issued prematurely in violation of NEPA makes a lease voidable, and that the Secretary has the inherent authority to administratively cancel a voidable lease.

On March 17, 2016, the government issued a decision administratively cancelling the lease, disapproving the APD, and directing return of the $33,000 Solenex had paid in rental payments. According to DOI, the lease was issued prematurely in violation of NEPA and the NHPA, and Secretary Jewell was exercising her discretion to administratively cancel the lease and disapprove the APD.

Solenex is currently seeking judicial review of the Secretary's administrative decision, and has demanded that its lease and APD be reinstated and that it finally be allowed to proceed drilling for oil and gas. Takings and breach of contract claims are not in litigation as Solenex first pursues the equitable remedy of reinstatement. The property and contractual rights of Solenex that were repeatedly acknowledged and reaffirmed over the last thirty-plus years—which have now been eliminated—hang in the balance as critical pieces of economic and energy development on federal lands. Analyzing whether a taking has occurred reveals the indeterminate economic state and ever-changing rules of the game facing federal mineral leaseholders who assume one set of rules for

59 Id. at 2–4.
62 Id. at 2.
66 Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment, Solenex LLC v. Jewell, No. 1:13-cv-00993-RJL (D.D.C. Sept. 12, 2016), ECF No. 89 (moving for summary judgment on Solenex’s claim that the cancelation of the lease and disapproval of the APD were unlawful).
upstream development at lease issuance, only to find the rules have changed midstream in the contract.

III. SIMILARLY SITUATED PARTIES

A. White River National Forest, Colorado

The Solenex case is not an isolated event. DOI recently cancelled leases in the White River National Forest in the Thompson Divide area in Colorado.\(^68\) BLM conducted an environmental impact analysis on sixty-five leases on the White River National Forest which were previously issued between 1995 and 2012.\(^69\)

In 2007, IBLA ruled that BLM must either perform its own environmental analysis or formally adopt the White River National Forest’s 1993 Oil and Gas EIS for leasing on the White River National Forest.\(^70\) Instead of formally adopting the 1993 EIS, BLM chose to conduct its own environmental analysis to determine whether the leases should be voided, reaffirmed, or modified.\(^71\) Once again, leaseholders, who thought they were acquiring certain contractual and property rights, have lost their investment.

The Record of Decision was published on November 17, 2016.\(^72\) BLM’s decision canceled twenty-five leases owned by energy companies SG Interests and Ursa Resources, and placed additional restrictions on other leases in the Thompson Divide area.\(^73\) Indications have already been made that parties will appeal and seek relief from these cancellations.\(^74\) Similar to Solenex, the question arises of whether a taking has occurred. The economic limbo and uncertainty that abounded in the Thompson Divide leases are the same as found in Solenex. This additional example further demonstrates

---


\(^69\) U.S. BUREAU OF LAND MGMT., PREVIOUSLY ISSUED OIL AND GAS LEASES IN THE WHITE RIVER NATIONAL FOREST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 1-1 (2016) [hereinafter WHITE RIVER NATIONAL FOREST FEIS].

\(^70\) Bd. of Comm’rs, 173 IBLA 173, 181-84 (2007).

\(^71\) WHITE RIVER NATIONAL FOREST FEIS, supra note 69, at 1-1 (“Following the IBLA’s decision, the BLM determined that the Forest Service NEPA analysis conducted for the previously issued leases is no longer adequate due to changes in laws, regulations, policies, and conditions since the Forest Service’s EIS was issued in 1993.”).

\(^72\) THOMPSON DIVIDE ROD, supra note 68.


how the application of NEPA to federal oil and gas leases can significantly alter the value of property rights and contractual rights, depending on the federal government’s determinations and prioritizations in a given year.\textsuperscript{75}

\textit{B. NEPA Compliance in Osage County, Oklahoma}

The same passions for the environment, economic security, and accurate NEPA compliance also arise in oil and gas development leases in Osage County, Oklahoma.\textsuperscript{76} In \textit{Hayes v. Chaparral Energy, LLC},\textsuperscript{77} Chief Judge Gregory K. Frizzell of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Oklahoma ruled that:

the BIA's approval of the Chaparral drilling permits violated NEPA for two independent reasons. First, the agency did not prepare an EA for the action, nor did it follow the procedures necessary to rely on the 1979 EA. Second, even if the agency had followed the proper procedures, its reliance on the 1979 EA, without supplementation, was arbitrary and capricious. For these reasons, the court declares the drilling permits invalid.\textsuperscript{78}

The Osage Agency approved the leases because they fell within a categorical exclusion in a 1979 EA that had a Finding of No Significant Impact.\textsuperscript{79} The court ruled that the 1979 EA was outdated because it did not have regulations for hydraulic fracturing, and that the Osage Agency should have conducted a new NEPA EA.\textsuperscript{80} According to the ruling, NEPA requires at a minimum, the supplementation of the 1979 EA.\textsuperscript{81}

While \textit{Chaparral Energy} is not in complete parity with the circumstances found in the \textit{Solenex} or in the Thompson Divide leases, another energy company must now consider its legal recourse and determine what property and contractual rights were lost as a result of varied approaches to NEPA's application. An even greater concern is that this ruling could potentially impact every oil and gas well drilled in Osage County since 1970—the year NEPA took effect.\textsuperscript{82} The uncertainty could spell


\textsuperscript{78} Id. at *10.

\textsuperscript{79} Id. at *3.

\textsuperscript{80} Id. at *9–10.

\textsuperscript{81} Id. at *10 (citing 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1)(ii) (2015)).

significant trouble for future oil and gas development in Osage County. The operators and financiers will likely be reluctant to pursue future leases, which will deprive the Osage Nation of revenue.

Uncertainty abounds in determining the actual rules under NEPA, NHPA, MLA, and other federal laws, and anticipating the results generated in their application. Before investing, energy developers expect some uncertainty, but these and other similar lease cancellations call into question the entire system of developing minerals on federal and tribal lands to a level that may cripple and potentially crush future federal mineral development. Accordingly, what are parties’ available rights when the rules change in the middle of the game and ultimately no economic prospect remains? May a taking be found, and the appropriate remedies provided?

IV. FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

As demonstrated by Solenex, the Thompson Divide leases, and Chaparral Energy, navigating energy development on federal and tribal lands is complex and uncertain. The process requires significant knowledge not only of the applicable regulations but also of how they interweave, overlap, and are applied.83

NEPA and the NHPA are front and center in Solenex, but numerous federal laws establish requirements for oil and gas leasing and development on federal and tribal lands.84 These laws include: 1) the MLA;85 2) the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands;86 3) the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970;87 4) the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976;88 5) the Indian Mineral Leasing Act of 1938;89 6) the Indian Mineral Development Act of 1982;90 7) NEPA;91 and 8) the NHPA.92

83 Accord Ben Jackson, Environmental Regulation of Oil and Gas Wellsites in Oklahoma, 13 OKLA. CITY U. L. REV. 433, 433–34, 450 (1988) (explaining the complex overlap of state and federal regulation of energy production in Oklahoma including the complex relationships in Osage County, Oklahoma).


86 Id. §§ 351–360 (extending DOI authority to acquired lands).

87 Id. U.S.C. § 21a (establishing policy regarding mineral development).


90 Id. §§ 2101–2108 (providing a mechanism for tribes to enter into energy development agreements with DOI approval).

To determine whether a taking has occurred, a constellation of factors will be scrutinized including the United States’ authority to issue oil and gas leases under the MLA, the applicability of NEPA in modern day energy production on federal lands, the overlap of leases and the NHPA, and the complexity that results when these and other laws intermingle. Knowledge of these laws is critical for any energy developer. Equally important to the financial risk analysis of leasing federal minerals is the consistent application of the laws. These laws provide the foundation for determining whether the Secretary of the Interior unilaterally had the authority to cancel the lease in the first instance and whether, in so doing, a taking occurred.

A. The Mineral Leasing Act

The MLA and the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands provide BLM the authority to lease the United States’ minerals to parties like Solenex. The almost century old MLA established the leasing system that continues today. The MLA framework provides the federal government with flexibility to use federal lands to help satisfy the nation’s energy needs, while generating revenue for the federal government and protecting environmentally sensitive areas. The MLA provides energy producers the opportunity to engage in oil and natural gas exploration and production on federal lands. The financial gain and national security benefits for the United States from mineral development are significant. BLM’s onshore oil and gas program generated $2.1 billion in royalties, $30 million in rental payments, and $112 million in bonus bids, split between the United States Treasury and the states where the development occurred. In Fiscal Year 2015, production from federal and tribal onshore leases accounted for 11% of the natural gas and 7% of the oil produced in the United States.

When applied to the Solenex case, the MLA and corresponding regulations initially seem to be a straightforward procedure providing the authority and directive for leasing; however, it is the Secretary of the Interior’s questionable authority under the MLA to cancel the Solenex lease that holds a critical piece to the takings puzzle.

---

92  54 U.S.C. §§ 300101–307108 (3 Supp. II 2015) (establishing a comprehensive program to preserve the historical and cultural foundation of the nation as a living part of community life).
95  ADAM VANN, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R40806, ENERGY PROJECTS ON FEDERAL LANDS: LEASING AND AUTHORIZATION, at 1 (2012).
96  Id. at 1.
98  Id.
When first entering into a lease, companies pay a bonus or other up-front fees. Leases are conditioned upon payment of a rental payment or a minimum royalty for the oil or gas that is removed or sold from the leased land once wells are producing. The federal government, in turn, pays a percentage of that royalty to the state from which the mineral was extracted. The primary term for leases is ten years, and this may be extended to allow for continuing exploration or production.

While BLM controls the leasing process for subsurface rights to land in the National Forest System, the Secretary of the Interior cannot issue a lease for National Forest System lands reserved from the public domain if the Secretary of Agriculture objects. This dynamic in the MLA between the Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior was important in the most recent application of the NHPA to the Solenex lease when the Secretary of the Interior’s cancellation was preceded by a recommendation from the Secretary of Agriculture to cancel the lease.

Failure to comply with the MLA, the lease’s provisions, or regulations may result in lease cancellation. Under very limited circumstances, the Secretary has the authority to cancel the lease, but others require a judicial proceeding to cancel the lease.

The Secretary’s authority to cancel the Solenex lease under these circumstances, and possibly the leases in the Thompson Divide, is questionable. If the authority to cancel the lease is so broad, then the economic uncertainty of participating in leases allowed under the MLA is far beyond the risk of drilling a dry hole. Knowing the parameters of this authority is also important in determining if a taking has occurred. If final administrative processes and approvals, like the ones reached in Solenex, can be undone and contracts broken so easily, does one have a property right that could be taken?

B. The National Environmental Policy Act

DOI administratively canceled the Solenex lease and disapproved the APD, because after thirty-three years, DOI decided the lease was issued...
prematurely in violation of NEPA and the NHPA. Whether an abuse of discretion occurred remains to be determined. The extensive study, delay, approvals, and finally secretary-level approval of the lease and APD prior to its cancellation may leave one questioning the rules in upstream development and exactly what complying with NEPA entails. The parties in Solenex, the Thompson Divide, and Chaparral Energy represent multiple perspectives and expectations for NEPA and how long an issued lease should remain suspended while repeated EAs and EISs are conducted.

NEPA established a national framework to protect the environment. NEPA requires the federal government to incorporate environmental considerations in their planning and decision making, including preparing detailed statements assessing the environmental impact of, and alternatives to, major federal actions (“airports, buildings, military complexes, highways, parkland purchases, and other federal activities”) significantly affecting the environment; these statements are EISs and EAs. Agencies evaluate the environmental, social, and economic effects of their proposed actions, and provide opportunities for public review and comment on those evaluations.

NEPA requires agencies to follow a three-step review process: (1) Conduct a preliminary screening for NEPA’s applicability; (2) Prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA) to determine whether an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required; and (3) Prepare an EIS if required (an EIS is required if a proposed action may “significantly affect the quality of the human environment”).

An EA is a significantly less cumbersome undertaking than an EIS, and determines whether or not a federal action has the potential to cause significant environmental effects. Generally, an EA includes: the need for the proposal, alternatives, the environmental impacts of the proposed action and alternatives, and a listing of agencies and persons consulted.

If the agency determines that the action will not have significant environmental impacts, the agency will issue a Finding of No Significant Impact that includes the reasons why there are no significant environmental impacts projected to occur. If the EA determines that the environmental

107 Letter from Aden L. Siedlitz & Michael Connor to Solenex LLC, supra note 64.
110 42 § 4332(2)(C) (2012); 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.9, .11 (2015).
114 Id.
impacts of a proposed federal action will be significant, an environmental impact statement is prepared.\textsuperscript{116}

An EIS is an immense process that involves federal, regional, local, and public participation, and can take many years to complete.\textsuperscript{117} The requirements for an EIS are significantly demanding for all stakeholders.\textsuperscript{118} An EIS addresses “the existing natural, built, social and environmental setting of the area affected.”\textsuperscript{119} This includes: “visual resources, cultural and historic resources, surface water and groundwater resources, land use, traffic impact and transportation, air and noise quality, socio-economic impacts, visitor use, public health and security.”\textsuperscript{120} The final EIS incorporates the draft EIS with changes made as appropriate to reflect the alternative selected, updated information as needed, mitigation measures selected, comments received during the notice and comment process on the draft EIS, and responses to comments.\textsuperscript{121} The EIS process concludes with the issuance of the Record of Decision.\textsuperscript{122}

C. The National Historic Preservation Act

The historical review process initiated with the passage of the 1966 National Historic Preservation Act\textsuperscript{123} by Congress created a new approach to federal project planning.\textsuperscript{124} Both NEPA and NHPA require federal officials to stop, look, and listen before making decisions that impact historic properties and the human environment.\textsuperscript{125} ACHP administers regulations for review procedures, such as section 106 of the NHPA,\textsuperscript{126} the section that the Assistant Secretary of the Interior found had been complied with in Solenex in the 1993 Record of Decision.\textsuperscript{127}

Section 106 requires federal agencies to consider historic preservation in their projects.\textsuperscript{128} Section 106 is intended to ensure that federal agencies consult with interested parties “to identify and evaluate historic properties, assess the effects of their historic undertakings on historic properties, and
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attempt to negotiate an outcome that will balance project needs and historic preservation values." Additionally, federal agencies must also provide the ACHP a reasonable opportunity to comment.

Section 106 review recognizes occasions when there is no way for a project to proceed without affecting historic properties, but encourages a preservation outcome. These reviews result in a wide spectrum of consequences, from “avoidance of historic properties to the acceptance of extensive adverse effects to historic properties.” The Solenex lease and the Thompson Divide leases both triggered section 106 consideration.

D. The Statutes as Applied

Solenex reveals the conflict between federal mineral development laws and environmental protection laws. Solenex also demonstrates that the finality that NEPA and its corresponding implementing regulations should provide may be denied in costly and complicated twists and turns. Time and politics alter priorities, and the rights awarded under the MLA are eroded, diminished, and at times extinguished.

I. Solenex and NEPA

The EIS process is time consuming and difficult. The procedures are critical, but the end result should provide a conclusion for all parties involved. Over several decades, multiple EISs and EAs were undertaken in conjunction with the Solenex lease, all resulted in approval of Solenex’s plans to drill under its lease. The EA and EIS provided the opportunities for all stakeholders (including the government) to stop, look and listen and evaluate the environmental impact of Solenex’s proposed drilling activities.

From an environmental perspective, stakeholders (including any member of the public or the Blackfeet Nation) had numerous opportunities to participate in the assessment of the environmental impact of exploration and production of oil and natural gas in the Badger-Two Medicine area. The first time was when an EA was created (and no challenges or disputes were made) to allow for the leasing to occur. Additional chances for
participation arose when Solenex sought its APD. Many stakeholders did in fact participate in these multiple EAs and EIS.\textsuperscript{136}

The government’s “preferred alternative” was consistently to allow Solenex to proceed. It was this preference that became the secretary-level final decision.\textsuperscript{137} That final decision was put on hold while the NHPA was considered further, but the validity of the Solenex lease issuance was not called into question under NEPA.\textsuperscript{138} Approvals were suspended, but not denied, until DOI canceled Solenex’s lease and disapproved the approved APD in 2016.\textsuperscript{139}

The environmental review of the Solenex lease was extensive. The repeated approval and acknowledgement of the lease’s validity throughout the entire NEPA process bolsters the notion that a valid contract existed with contractual rights and property rights. As analyzed in Part VI, the NEPA process followed in Solenex supports a finding of a taking—a valid property right was acknowledged repeatedly and then canceled without compensation.

Similarly, in the Thompson Divide, oil and gas operators have held leases for an extended period of time, and now those leases have been cancelled or modified.\textsuperscript{140} The uncertainty of federal leasing can be crippling to businesses, investors, and other stakeholders.

In Osage County, the recent ruling invalidated the lease, paving the way for additional litigation and creating significant ambiguity for other similarly situated oil and gas operators. The NEPA process in place in Osage County also calls into question the duration and breadth of an EA. Bona fide purchasers of Osage County leases incurred the risk of an oil and gas lease, only to learn that the lease should not have been issued in the first instance.\textsuperscript{141} The rules and their consistent application are critical for domestic energy production.

\textbf{2. The Blackfeet Nation, Solenex and NHPA}

In late 2015, after evaluating the Badger-Two Medicine area Solenex lease, the ACHP released official comments.\textsuperscript{142} The ACHP found that “Badger-Two Medicine TCD is of premier importance to the Blackfeet Tribe in sustaining its religious and cultural traditions,” and that the entire
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Solenex leasehold is located within the Badger-Two Medicine TCD.\textsuperscript{143} ACHP recommended that the only way to protect the traditional and cultural values of this area, held sacred by the Blackfeet people, was to prohibit drilling and cancel the lease.\textsuperscript{144} In its recommendation, ACHP stated that oil and gas development could irrevocably harm the area.\textsuperscript{145}

The Badger-Two Medicine area is the site of a long running dispute between the United States and the Blackfeet Nation that predates the Solenex lease.\textsuperscript{146} The Blackfeet assert the mountains hold “the spirit of our land and the spirits of our people that occupy that land.”\textsuperscript{147} The Blackfeet Tribal Business Council described the TCD as “one of the most cultural and religiously significant areas to the Blackfeet People since time immemorial.”\textsuperscript{148}

The area is known as the “ceded strip,” and the Blackfeet’s rights (logging, fishing, hunting, using motorized vehicles, not to mention drilling) have been constantly debated since a treaty was signed in 1895.\textsuperscript{149} The Blackfeet strongly oppose oil and gas drilling in the area.\textsuperscript{150} Following the district court’s sharp criticism of the government for its “epic” delay in Solenex,\textsuperscript{151} Blackfeet leaders commented that Solenex’s “plight doesn’t begin to approach epic proportions” compared to the duration of their struggles.\textsuperscript{152}

The Blackfeet Nation’s struggles are real, and they compete in part with Solenex’s contractual and property rights. Following the recommendations of the ACHP, and comments from additional stake-holding parties, including the Blackfeet, the United States Secretary of Agriculture Thomas J. Vilsack wrote Secretary of the Interior Jewell a letter in late 2015.\textsuperscript{153} Secretary Vilsack recommended that Secretary Jewell “take action as you deem consistent with your statutory and regulatory authorities to cancel the Solenex lease.”\textsuperscript{154} He added that the “Solenex APD in the Badger-Two
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Medicine TCD will pose adverse effects to the TCD in ways that cannot be fully mitigated.\textsuperscript{155} As noted previously, Secretary Jewell followed the recommendation of Secretary Vilsack and canceled the lease in part because of BLM’s purported lack of compliance with the NHPA at the issuance of the lease.\textsuperscript{156}

The federal government issued a lease for this area decades before the 2015 recommendation to cancel the lease and the 2016 cancellation.\textsuperscript{157} The entire time, Solenex and its predecessors hung in economic limbo, expended significant resources attempting to realize the lease’s value, only to have those efforts and their contractual and property rights vanquished.

Notably, Secretary Vilsack also remarked that his recommendation was based upon “changes in land management priorities.”\textsuperscript{158} Issues with the Blackfeet must be handled justly, and what “justly” entails has changed over time. Critically, errors and their correction on the part of the government should not result in another uncorrected error. Allowing the federal government to simply cancel the Solenex lease, and refund $33,000 in lease payments lays the grounds for compensable taking and breach of contract claims.

V. THE TAKINGS CLAUSE

The Takings Clause states, “nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.”\textsuperscript{159} The Solenex lease carried contractual and property rights.\textsuperscript{160} If the lease and APD are not reinstated, and Solenex is not permitted to finally proceed with drilling, the federal government may face a significant breach of contract claim and concurrent
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takings claim. Similar litigation may follow in the Thompson Divide and Osage County.\textsuperscript{161}

Without a physical taking, the analysis and precedent to consider fall under regulatory takings principles.\textsuperscript{162} Regulatory takings analyses must initially assess whether a per se taking—destruction of all economic value—has occurred.\textsuperscript{163} If no per se taking is found, the Penn Central Transportation Co. v. City of New York\textsuperscript{164} (Penn Central) analysis of whether the government sufficiently interfered with the property owner's legitimate economic expectations in the property to warrant compensation is utilized.\textsuperscript{165}

In Penn Central, a zoning ordinance declared Penn Central Station a historic landmark, limiting additional construction on the property, including the owners' planned construction of a high-rise on top of the station.\textsuperscript{166} The Supreme Court of the United States analyzed the ordinance utilizing a three-pronged analysis to determine if a taking had occurred: 1) economic impact of regulation on property owner; 2) extent to which regulation interferes with distinct investment-backed expectations; and 3) “character” of government action—meaning principally that regulation of use is less likely to be taking than physical invasion.\textsuperscript{167} In Penn Central, the property owner maintained certain property rights that did not result in a complete loss of value even after the zoning ordinance was enacted, and consequently, the Court did not find a regulatory taking.\textsuperscript{168}

In Solenex, unlike Penn Central, no property rights remain after the Secretary's cancellation. While the government is making a token return of the $31,235 in lease payments, the lease and corresponding property rights were extinguished.\textsuperscript{169} In Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council,\textsuperscript{170} the Court held that a South Carolina law prohibiting development on beachfront properties was in fact a taking, because the law was the functional equivalent of a physical appropriation\textsuperscript{171} The Court added that prior to finding a regulatory taking, the court must inquire as to whether the proposed use was inherent in the landowner’s title in light of “background principles of the state's law of property and nuisance” in existence when the
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Part VI will analyze Solenex’s takings claim under *Lucas* and the background principles exception.

**A. Breach of Contract Claim**

The Solenex lease, issued under the MLA, was a contract and the federal government canceled that contract. The government breached its agreed-to bargain, and classic contract law should apply. While the government has indicated it will return Solenex’s rental payments under the lease prior to suspension, the damages that flow from this breach are far more significant than the rental payments.

The breach of contract claim against the government may be pursued concurrently with the takings claim. The remedies that Solenex and others similarly situated may seek are substantial. The government’s breach of contract with Solenex caused compensable contract damages that were foreseeable in Solenex’s attempt to pursue its rights to explore and produce oil and gas. Solenex and its predecessors expended a great deal of resources in justifiable reliance for multiple decades. A breach of contract claim will be a robust claim.

**VI. WHETHER A TAKING OCCURRED**

The Solenex lease created property rights. Like other MLA leases, the Solenex lease granted Mr. Longwell the exclusive right to drill for, remove, and dispose of the oil and gas under the leased lands for a primary term of ten years and so long thereafter as oil and gas is produced in paying quantities. The lessee owned, until the cancellation, the right to explore for minerals. In fact, pending BLM’s approval, these rights were assignable to other parties for valuable consideration. Mr. Longwell assigned his original rights to Fina for consideration, Fina (with approval again) eventually assigned the rights back to Mr. Longwell who ultimately assigned them to his company, Solenex, LLC. Given that the Solenex lease is property, was the
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Secretary of the Interior’s cancellation of the lease a Fifth Amendment taking for which compensation is due?

A. DOI Lack of Authority

A preliminary question in the Solenex case, and potentially in the Thompson Divide leases, is the question of the authority of DOI to cancel the leases under the circumstances. If the Secretary was without the authority to cancel the leases, then Solenex should be allowed to move forward with its exploration and production activities posthaste, and the question of whether a taking occurred will no longer be a necessary inquiry.

DOI and its leaders have concurrent duties to develop federal minerals, protect the environment, preserve historical and cultural properties, and fulfill countless other responsibilities. It is Congress that limits and expands the authority of DOI to accomplish these obligations, and DOI has no more authority than Congress delegates.

The Secretary of the Interior canceled the Solenex lease because the lease was improperly issued in violation of NEPA and NHPA. Unlike the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, the MLA does not provide DOI inherent authority to cancel a lease when environmental issues arise. Leases under the MLA, like the Solenex lease, are “subject to cancellation if improperly issued.” However, the Supreme Court has so far only found this inherent authority to extend to leases issued in violation of the regulations promulgated under the MLA.

Previous decisions do not provide succinct clarity as to whether under NEPA, an EIS is necessary prior to a lease sale or issuance or at the time a permit to drill is sought. Applying any of the cases cited by the federal
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government in *Solenex* to MLA leases is difficult “because when and how the administering agency actually commits to resource-disturbing activities in some ‘irreversible’ way is deeply uncertain.”189 Additionally, an unchallenged EA was published prior to leasing to Mr. Longwell.190

Mr. Longwell acquired contractual and property rights in the early 1980s that were not called into question at the time the lease was issued. Pursuant to the MLA, and in accordance with NEPA, BLM issued the lease and no appeal or challenge was filed. Analysis of the environmental and historical impacts of drilling under this lease have been repeatedly studied and approved, all the way to the through final agency action and review DOI.191

While leases under the MLA are subject to compliance with a multitude of statutes and regulations, the leases “are immune from denial or extinguishment by the exercise of secretarial discretion.”192 Permitting such inherent discretion allows the Secretary to dismiss the approvals of preceding colleagues and calls into question the rights of all federal leaseholders. Upholding the discretion exemplified in *Solenex* would be significant.193 Protecting the environment, culture, and history is vital, but DOI must balance such protections with the value of maintaining private property rights.

The takings claim may be bypassed, and Solenex should be permitted to explore and produce oil and natural gas in accordance with its lease, if the court finds the Secretary abused her discretion in cancelling the lease.
B. Within DOI Authority

If the court determines that the Secretary of the Interior was within her authority to cancel the Solenex lease—after decades of review and secretary-level approval—because the lease was improperly issued, then a takings claim may or may not be successful. The characterization of the Secretary of the Interior’s authority to cancel the lease under the background principles exception in the Lucas analysis creates the most significant hurdle to asserting a successful takings claim and being awarded compensation.194

1. A Successful Takings Claim

“‘There is a fundamental tension between constitutional regulatory takings doctrine, natural resource protection and historical preservation.’”195 A leasehold interest in federal mineral rights is considered a less than fee interest estate in real property.196 It is property—not a mere expectancy—and a taking must be compensated under the Fifth Amendment.197

Federal mineral leases are assets for energy companies and their financial backers. There is risk involved in exploring for oil and gas in paying quantities. Adding the risk of never being allowed to engage in exploration due to environmental and historical preservation laws without compensation, would limit, if not end, federal leasing. The Solenex lease was property, and it was a valuable asset for Solenex. Even in the name of protecting the environment and honoring the spiritual practices of the Blackfeet, canceling the lease caused Solenex to lose valuable property. Whether that loss is a taking falls to the Supreme Court’s regulatory takings jurisprudence.

a. Lucas Analysis

The Lucas Court articulated a regulatory takings rule that private property owners are entitled to compensation for a taking under the Fifth Amendment Takings Clause when a government “regulation denies all economically beneficial or productive use of land.”198 Unlike the plaintiff in Penn Central, Solenex does not have any property left in its bundle of sticks, making Lucas the appropriate precedent for analysis.
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Solenex’s story of compliance with NEPA and NHPA demonstrates the incredible conflict among environmental laws, historical and cultural preservation laws, mineral leasing laws, and energy development. The federal government must regularly sort priorities and make a choice. When the federal government’s prioritizing decision deprives a party its property, compensation may be due. Under Lucas, a regulatory takings claim would likely be successful and just compensation would follow for Solenex. While all in the name of NEPA and NHPA, the federal government engaged in a regulatory taking that deprived Solenex of its property interest.

The Secretary of the Interior, in defending the decision to cancel the lease, will have to show the reasoning behind the decision. Adhering to NEPA and NHPA while developing an MLA lease is required by multiple federal agencies. However, NEPA and NHPA compliance does not alleviate the federal government of its duty to compensate parties who lose property through the exercise of its regulatory power. Solenex had property rights in the lease. Canceling the lease prior to being held by production, because it was improperly issued under NEPA and NHPA, resulted in a taking. Applying Lucas, the federal government took those rights and compensation is due in accordance with the Fifth Amendment.

b. Penn Central Analysis

If the court applies Penn Central to the Solenex lease, a taking would likely still be found. Balancing the factors—the economic impact of regulation on property owner, the extent to which regulation interferes with distinct investment-backed expectations, and the “character” of the government action—is highly fact-specific. Unquestionably, the economic impact to Solenex has been and will be significant, and its investment-backed expectations have been crushed. The character of the government action is situated in protecting the environmental and cultural interests potentially impacted by drilling under the lease. The government will face the challenge of defending its 2016 prioritization and decision compared to its 1982 prioritization when the lease was issued. Investments were made and expectations were created in 1982, that were affirmed in years of approvals, including the suspended final approval. Property rights were created that have now been taken. If the cancellation is upheld, compensation is due under Lucas and Penn Central.

2. An Unsuccessful Taking Claim

The Lucas Court acknowledged that the regulatory takings rule was subject to an exception: the government can avoid compensating if it can
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prove that the “proscribed use interests were not part of [the owner's] title to begin with.” Any limitation that is severe enough to deprive a private property owner of all economically beneficial use of the owner's property “cannot be newly legislated or decreed (without compensation),” but is not compensable if it inheres “in the title itself, in the restrictions that background principles of the State's law of property and nuisance already place upon land ownership.”

The analysis of Solenex requires an evaluation of the background laws when the property (the lease) was acquired. The authority and discretion the Secretary asserts in the cancellation is vast and bound by almost no limits. If this decision is upheld, and is considered a Lucas background principle exception, then the court may rule a taking did not occur. With such discretion, the Secretary of the Interior could arguably undercut the notion of property rights in a nonproducing lease by pulling it back into additional NEPA and NHPA review, and canceling it because it should not have been issued in the first instance.

If the outcome in Solenex was always a possibility, then there is no taking, since regulation does not take any property right an owner never had. Mr. Longwell, and any other federal leaseholder, may wonder what rights are held under a nonproducing/undeveloped lease if the possibility readily exists that the lease may be canceled if deemed improperly issued, despite extensive evaluation. What due diligence must bidders on federal leases (before ever becoming a leaseholder) now engage in to determine if the leases are exposed to cancellation? Application of the Lucas exception could result in an unsuccessful takings claim for Solenex, but the repercussions would be far reaching.

3. Financial Viability of Federal Oil and Gas Leases

The sky is not falling, but the ramifications for the Secretary of the Interior’s actions may be significant if they are upheld, and no compensable taking is found. They call into question the financial sustainability of federal oil and gas leases as valuable assets with contractual and property rights attached thereto.

Should it be held that the Secretary of the Interior was within her authority and discretion to unilaterally cancel the Solenex lease, because the lease was allegedly improperly issued, all investors in federal leases—the actual leaseholders, financial institutions large and small, private equity groups, and individual citizens financially backing these enterprises—should pause and consider the value assigned to federal leases marked as assets for energy companies.
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Leases held by production would likely fall out of the concerns generated by the events described herein. However, given that MLA leases are for ten-year terms, exploration and production does not have to happen immediately on a federal lease. The future potential is still a valuable asset. Leases that still require additional process—an APD, EA, or EIS—should be flagged for financial evaluation.

The Solenex lease and the Thompson Divide leases demonstrate that a nonproducing lease could be pulled back by a NEPA and/or NHPA review and canceled because it was improperly issued. While not an issue of discretion, the ever changing applicability of NEPA and lease issuances triggered the lease cancellation in Osage County. Upstream opportunities were thwarted with a game-changing determination while in midstream pursuit of an economic venture.

Concerns are growing that:

developing leases on public lands is getting “exceedingly difficult” with changes in land-management decisions that seem to be made without legal precedent. The BLM’s approach is having a “chilling effect” on extraction progress. BLM’s lease cancellation decision calls into question the foundation for the development of federal oil and gas, the sanctity of a federal contract, and the rule of law. Those private-sector investments won’t be made if there is no longer confidence in a government lease contract.

Undertaking a journey like the one in Solenex is not sustainable by most energy companies and operators. Successfully pursuing a takings claim is not a path that any bidder in a federal oil and gas lease sale seeks.

VII. CONCLUSION

Natural resource development, environmental, historical, and cultural preservation laws conflict. While current lease cancellation lawsuits and pending administrative actions vary in certain respects, the leaseholders all encounter similar uncertainty in anticipating decisions made under NEPA and the NHPA. Realizing financial rewards from the risks assumed in federal leases looms farther in the distance for energy companies and their financial backers. When property is taken in order to comply with NEPA or the NHPA, a Fifth Amendment Takings Clause claim may follow. Under the Supreme Court’s regulatory takings jurisprudence, whether the claim is successful depends greatly on the circumstances of each case. In Solenex, a federal leaseholder held a bundle of rights and when all of those rights were retracted through a lease cancellation, property was taken, making
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compensation due in accordance with the United States Constitution. With the regulatory environment of upstream development in great flux, *Solenex* is the case to watch.